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The effect of a statistically anisotropic distribution of stretched vortices in the Lundgren- 
Townsend model of the fine-scale structure of homogeneous turbulence is considered. 
Lundgren’s argument that anisotropy does not affect the three-dimensional energy spectrum is 
confirmed. Examples of velocity derivative moments and one-dimensional vorticity spectra are 
worked out for the case of an axisymmetric probability distribution. It is found that scaling of 
three-dimensional vorticity spectra may not be visible in the one-dimensional spectra. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An extension of the Lundgren-Townsend model of the 
fine scales of homogeneous turbulence was recently carried 
out by Pullin and Stirnan,’ henceforth referred to as PS. 
This model contains two essential elements. The first, in- 
troduced by Townsend,’ assumes that the fine scales of 
turbulence can be modeled by a superposition of local so- 
lutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for the vorticity in 
straight rod-like structures. The structures are each subject 
to vortex stretching supposed to be provided by the local 
strain field of the global vorticity. The second element re- 
fers to the detailed vorticity in the rods. Townsend2 used 
Burgers vortices while Lundgren3 utilized an evolutionary 
distribution describing a nearly axisymmetric spiral vortex. 

Pullin and !&&man’ concentrated on the vorticity and 
velocity derivative moments, and made predictions about 
the dependence of these quantities on Reynolds number 
and the order of the moment. Assumptions had to be made 
about the parameters in the model, and, in particular, it 
was supposed that the stretched vortex structures are dis- 
tributed isotropically in space. The purpose of this note is 
to examine possible consequences of an anisotropic distri- 
bution of the structures. Lundgren,3 Eq. (50), points out 
that the result for the power spectrum E(k) is independent 
of the anisotropy assumption, since an integration over a 
shell in wave number space is made, which is equivalent to 

I 

an integral over a random isotropic orientation of the vor- 
tex structures. This statement is confirmed below; see Eq. 
(22). 

We take axes i, j, k fixed in space, and introduce spher- 
ical polar coordinate angles 8 and 4, with k the axis of 
symmetry. The angle 4 is longitude, and the angle 8 is 
colatitude (see Fig. 1) . A vector p is expressible as 

p=p(k cos 0+i sin 8 cos ++j sin 0 sin Cp). (1) 

The orientation of the structure will be defined by unit 
vectors el, e2, e3, with e3 parallel to the vorticity in the 
structure, i.e., 

@=drl,+3, (2) 

where rl ,r2 are coordinates in the plane of the cross section 
in the directions el, e2 (see Fig. 2). The unit vectors et are 
expressible in terms of the fixed coordinate system by in- 
troducing Euler angles, a, fl, y, where a is colatitude, fl is 
longitude, and y is spin (see, e.g., Jeffreys and Jeffreys,4 
Sec. 4.034). The relations are 

el=Elli+En.i+E& 

e2=.%i+E2zi+&k, 

e3=&1f+Ed+E& 

where the Eij are the coefficients of the matrix 

(3) 

i 

cosacosflcos y-sinpsin y cosasinflcos y+cosPsin y -sin a cos y 

-cosacosBsin y-sinpcos y -cosasinflsin y+cosficos y sinasiny . 

i 

(4) 
sinacosfl sinasinp cos a 

I 

When y=O, the unit vectors k, el, and i are coplanar. II. VELOCITY GRADIENTS 
In Sec. II, we shall consider the effect of anisotropy on 

the average values of the squares and cubes of the velocity 
gradients at a single point. This will be followed in Sec. III 
by consideration of the energy spectrum, and in Sec. IV we 
shall derive expressions for the one-dimensional vorticity 
spectra and calculate some examples. 

In the fixed coordinate system, the Cartesian compo- 
nents of velocity are denoted by (u,u,w) or (uI*,u~~,u~P), 

and the axes are (x~,z) or (xI*,x~P,x~~), used interchange- 
ably for convenience. The components of the velocity gra- 
dient tensor relative to the lixed axes are aUif/dXf’. When 
the vorticity in the structures is given by the Lundgren3 
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FIG. 1. Coordinate axes fkd in space. 

stretched spiral vortex, the components of the velocity gra- 
dient tensor are to, leading order (see PS, Sec. V B), 

where a is the external stretching rate of strain in the 
model (assumed currently to be independent of time) and 
o is a function of ri and r2, and also of t. The components 
of the tensors are related by 

(summation over repeated suffices is implied). 

k 

t 

The ensemble average of moments of the velocity gra- 
dients are obtained by averaging powers and products of 
the terms in (6) over the Euler angles and the cross section 
of the structure. For example, 

= @&3E@s3) =@,=%s (7) 

where the double overbar denotes an ensemble average, the 
single overbar denotes an average over the cross section 
and life of the structure (as evaluated in PS, Sec. VI A), 
and the angle brackets are averages over the Euler angles, 

(f (Eij)) 

f (E~j)P(49Y)s~ a 2 ;??r z;; . da@@ (*I 

If Ps 1, the distribution is isotropic. 
It is expected that the probability density function 

P(a,&y) of the Euler angles is determined by interaction 
between large-scale properties of the tlow and the vortex 
structures. This is currently an unsolved problem. As an 
example, however, of the type of behavior that m ight oc- 
cur, consider the case when 

P= 1 +$+S cos 2a, (9) 

where S is an anisotropy parameter in the range -$& 
f, required to make P non-negative. The turbulence is then 
statistically axisymmetric. Substituting (9) into (7) and 
(8) and similar expressions for other velocity derivatives, 
we obtain 

(q=g (l-$8), ($)‘=$ ( l-~s)o, 

(fg)‘=g (l+G,), ($r=g (1+$), 

(11) 

(t)‘=g (l-A,). \ 

The other components follow from the assumed symmetry. 
The ensemble averages of the squares of the vorticity 

components are found from the relations w,=E3p, 
a,,= E32~, and w,= E330. On evaluating the averages, we 
obtain 

-2 07 
, Qz=-y (12) 

FIG. 2. Orientation of the vortex structure. The vorticity is parallel to e3. 
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(139 

We emphasize that the results (lo)-( 13) hold for rod-like 
structures with vorticity given by the Lundgren spiral vor- 
tex. 

Ill. ENERGY SPECTRUM 

We follow the argument in PS, Appendix B. The func- 
tion f (r1,r2) denotes a scalar function of position relative 
to the structure, whjch generates a stationary random 
function of position f(x) . We require the ensemble aver- 
age 

t 149 

Then by the argument leading from PS, (B2)-( B7), mod- 
ified here by the explicit inclusion of the spin Euler angle y, 
which introduces an extra factor 1/27r into (B7) and in- 
cludes the anisotropy function P, we have 

F(p)=fNj-Tm j-:, j-i s,‘” s,‘” 1?(K1&)1~ 
X e+1Kl-i~K2P( a$, y)dKI dK2 sin a da dfl dy, 

(159 

where 

pI=p*el=p(cos 8 Ets+sin 8 cos ~)Ell+sin 8 sin (s El2 
(169 

p2=pge2=p(cos 8 E23+sh 8 cos $ E2,+sin 8 sin 4 Ez2), 

and ~(K~,K~) is the Fourier transform of f (rl,r2). The 
shell-averaged autocorrelation function is delined by 
( Batchelor,5 Sec. 3.1) 

F(p) =fj- 
dStp9 

F(p) -----CT 9 
4TP 

(179 

and the power spectrum J?(k) of T(x) is 

r(k) =; Joa kp Mkp9Hp9dp 

~F(p)dp. (189 

We substitute into ( 18) the identity 

sinkp 1 
ff 

,&lPl+~2P2+kP3) 
dStk9 

kp=4rr 7--’ (199 

and the expression ( 159, to give 

r(k)=& ~~p2dp~~e”‘J’~~~ y 

(209 
We now note that we can write dp dS(p) =dp, dp, dp3, 
and integrate with respect to pl, p2, p3, the integra- 
tion of (209, 
8~&k,--/c1)G(k2 

replacing terms involving p by 
-K2)s(k3), to obtain 

T(k)=;j-j-ds(k)j-j-j- j-j- I.h,d 12&kr-Kd 

X8(k2-!c@(k3)dK1 dtc2 Psin a da dfldy. 

(219 
The integration of (21) with respect to the Euler angles 
gives 83, and on carrying out the integration with 
respect to K~, K~, and k, we obtain [since 
S(k,)dS(k) =kS(k,)dk, d8, where kl = k cos 6, 
k,=k sin S] 

I’(k)=4$Nk Ij+kcos&ksin6)/“d8, 
s6 

(229 

which is PS Eq. (B16) or Eq. (B19). 
When we put f=m(rl,r2), where w appears in (29, 

then (22) gives the three-dimensional power spectrum of 
the vorticity, from which the shell-averaged three- 
dimensional energy spectrum can be calculated directly. 
Since the vorticity distribution in the structures is assumed 
independent of their orientation, we have the important 
corollary that when o ( rl ,r2) is given by the Lundgren spi- 
ral vortex, the resulting k- 5’3 behavior of E(k) does not 
depend, in the Lundgren-Townsend model, on the isot- 
ropy of the small scales. 

IV. ONE-DIMENSIONAL VORTICITY SPECTRA 

We consider the longitudinal and transverse spectra of 
the vorticity field, defined as the Fourier transforms 
r3t3t(k) and lTlrlr(k), or equivalently, l?,(k) and r,(k), 
with respect to p of the autocorrelations, 

~3~3~tp)=W3’(x9~3~(x+pe3~9, (239 

~l~l~(p9=01~(x9wl~(x+pe3~9, (249 

where e3p is equivalent to the unit vector k. Then, proceed- 
ing as above to express the ensemble averages in terms of 
the structures, we have 

P(a,P,y9E~3 sin a da dfl dy 

‘co m 
X 

J s 
1 j(K1 ,K2) 1 2e-iP(E13Kl+‘%3Kd 

--m --co 

X dK, dK2 , (259 
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and k 

W,,,,(p) =g I,’ J:” J:rP(a,fl,y)E& sin a da dp dy 

m m 
X J J 1 jtK1 ,K2) 1 2e-if(43~~+k34 

-co -co 

Xdq dK2. (26) 

To obtain the spectra, we multiply by ( 1/2rr) em’@’ and 
integrate with respect to p from - CO to CC, giving 

L(k)=; c s,‘” JfV P(a,fl,y)E$ sin a da dp dy 

co m 
x 

J J 
Ih~,‘d 126(k+‘&3+K&3) 

--m -co 

X dK1 dK2 , (27) 

and 

r,(k) =c c s,‘” s,‘” P(a,P,yW$ sin a da d/3 dy 
co m 

X J J I.h,Kd 12~(k+K~&+K2&) 

Xd/c;&, 

--m 

(28) 

where I?, is the longitudinal one-dimensional vorticity 
spectrum and r, is the lateral spectrum. According to 
(41, 

ES3=cos a, Ej3,=sin a cosp, 

E13= -sin a cos y, E2s=sin a sin y. (29) 

Note that if P= 1, J?, and I’, should satisfy the isotropic 
relations (see Batchelor’ Sec. 3.4; note the different orien- 
tation of the axes) 

rz(k)=ti Jr (1-z) FdK, 

1 k dr, 
r,(k) =z r,(k) -5 -& , 

(30) 

(31) 

where r(k) is the power spectrum of the vorticity and is 
given by (22). The evaluation of the integrals in (27) and 
(28) is a nontrivial task. A partial simplification can be 
made when P is independent of y by using the result (see 
Appendix A) 

JJJ 
G(y)S(k--/rl Sin a COS 7’+K2 Sin a Sin Y)F(Kl,Kz) 

Xdq dK2 dy 

=$2--a JJ &wdG(Yo)dq dk 
,T; + K; > k2/sin2 ci 

(d+&-F/sin2 a>1’2 ’ 

(32) 
where the y. are the roots of 

-=Kl COS ‘j’o-K2 Sill y,). sin a (33) 

When there is no explicit dependence on y, there are two 
roots of (33) in the range of y, so the sum is replaced by a 
multiplication by 2. Then substituting into (27) and (28), 
and carrying out the integration with respect to /3, we ob- 
tain (K~=K c0s 6, K2=~ sin 8) 

T,(k) =N 
J 

a Pl(a)cos2 a 
0 

m 

J J 

27~ 
X 

jf12icd/cd8 da 
(34) 

Wsina 0 (K2-p/sin2 a) I” 

r,(k) =N 
J 

7r P2(a)sin2 a 
0 m 25-r 

X J J ljj2KdKd8 da 

(2-F/sin2 a)“’ ’ (35) 
k/sins 0 

where 
277 

PI(a) = J P(a,PMP, Ma) = 
0 J 277 

P( a$?) cos2 j3 dp. 
0 

(36) 
Using (22)) we can write these in terms of the power spec- 
trum 

r,(k) =$ J rPl(a)cos2 a 

r(K)dK 
X 

($-p/sin2 a) liz da 

and 

r,,(k) =$ J : P2(a)sin2 a 

(37) 

J co i-+(K)dK 
X da. (38) 

k/sin 0. (h+-@/sin’ a)lfi 
It is shown in Appendix B that (30)-( 31) are satisfied 
when P= 1. 

To our knowledge, there does not exist a simple rela- 
tion between the one-dimensional vorticity spectra and the 
one-dimensional velocity spectra that are usually mea- 
sured. The latter are a special case of the velocity structure 
functions, whose calculation from the Lundgren- 
Townsend model is a topic for future work. 

In order to illustrate the present results, we calculate 
I?= and r, for a model l?(k), given by 

r(k)=B($/v)1/4(kv)l*e--Ak’J, (39) 

where E is the dissipation, 7 = ( v3/e) 1’4 is the Kolmogorov 
scale, Y is the kinematic viscosity, p> 0 is a parameter, and 
d and B are dimensionless constants. We remark that (39) 
is not the specific form obtained from either the Townsend2 
or Lundgren3 w(rr ,r2) in the structures, but since the 
right-hand sides of (37)-( 38) are functionals only of r(k) 
and P(a), we make the choice (39) first for simplicity and 
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FIG. 3. Longitudinal one-dimensional vorticity spectrum for statistically 
axisymmetric anisotropy. Key: dash;  6= -0.75. Solid; 6=0. Chain dash;  
S=O.75. Dot; 6=1.5 

second because, with p=$, this is the dissipation spectrum 
suggested by some three-dimensional numerical simula- 
tions. Kida and Murakami6 use a  least-squares fit to the 
equivalent form of (39) for the energy spectrum found 
from numerical simulations of decaying turbulence, and 
find B~l6.8*1.2, ~~0.4*0.1, and As4.950.1, while 
Kerr7 assumes p=f and finds B~l3.0*0.2 and A~5.1 
ho.1 for forced isotropic turbulence at Taylor m icroscale 
Reynolds numbers of 0( SO). Note that the stated values of 
the factor B in (39) are twice those found for the energy 
spectra by virtue of l?(k)=2k2E(k). 

W e  consider statistically axisymmetric turbulence with 
P given by (9 ) . For isotropic turbulence, S =0, substitution 
of (39) into (30) and (31) gives 

r, B(Fl,v~~~,q=& (rbdhl -A2~r12~[p-Ukr71), 
(40) 

F 
> IO" 
L 
< 

z 
19" ,o" 

2 
L 

104 

i04 
lo* IO" Id' 

krl 

FIG. 4. Lateral one-dimensional vorticity spectrum for statistically axi- 
symmetric anisotropy. For the key see the caption of Fig. 3. 

r, 
&3/y)""'=& (r[~Clr4krlI+A2k2r12rt~-2sikrll), , _  

where 
(41) 

r [p,z] = Jm P-‘em’ dt, (42) 
z 

is the incomplete gamma function. W e  use square brackets 
to distinguish this from the vorticity spectra. When  kq is 
large, the asymptotic behavior of the incomplete gamma 
function gives leading-order dissipation range one- 
dimensional spectra of the form 

r, 
B(~/v>‘~‘~) 

_  (h)‘l-” e-Akq 
2A2 ’ 

r, 
B(~/v)(“~ 

- (k@ p -’ e-“kq 
4A * 

(43) 

(44) 

For S#O we calculate the one-dimensional spectra by 
evaluation of the double integrals (37) and (38), using 
(39) with p=+ and A=5.1. The inner integrals (with re- 
spect to k) can be evaluated analytically in terms of gen- 
eralized hypergeometric functions, but the integral with 
respect to the Euler angle a  was evaluated numerically for 
fixed S. This procedure was checked by comparison of the 
results so obtained with S=O with a  numerical evaluation 
of (40) and (41)) and a  six figure agreement was found 
over five decades in kq. 

Figures 3  and 4  show the effect of anisotropy on  Izz 
and on  I,, respectively. When  k-0, the one-dimensional 
spectra approach tinite lim its [these may be evaluated ex- 
plicitly for S=O and p  > 0  using (40) and (41)], unlike the 
three-dimensional spectrum, which vanishes like k”3. 
Thus, it may be  expected that in measurement  from exper- 
iment or from numerical simulation, the scaling of three- 
dimensional vorticity spectra may not be  visible in the one- 
dimensional spectra. In the dissipation range it may be  seen 
that the effect of anisotropy is greater on  lynx than on  lYu, 
while outside this range the effect is reversed. 

F inally, we remark that if the exponential in (39) is 
replaced by exp ( - A1pv2), then the dissipation range one- 
dimensional spectra are accordingly altered but for small 
kq the slow approach to a  finite lim it at k=O is retained. 
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS 

Using the relation 

1  
a f(x)1 =f’(Xo) N=-xoA 
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where f(xo) =0, we can write the left-hand side of (32) 
after integration with respect to y as 

1 
-JJ 

G(yo)Fh,Kz)& dk 
sina K1 Sin y,3+K2 COS 7’0 ’ 

(A21 

where y. is defined as a function of ~~ and ~~ by (33). 
Squaring the denominator of (A2) and adding to the 
square of (33), we find that 

k2 
G++--&= (K1 Sin 3/o+K2 COS yoj2, 

from which follows (32). 

APPENDIX B: ISOTROPIC RELATIONS 

When P= 1, we can write (35) and (34) as 

r,= JOT sQaF(&)da, 

r,=z JOT cos2a F(&)da. 

Then 

r==-i r=--i g 

= I( sin2a F-cos2a F-z F’ 

= -‘i: f [F(-&)sin 

This is relation (3 1) . 
For (30), we have from (37), 

(A3) 

031) 

U32) 

l?,(k) =& 
J 

ff cos’ a da kTs, oL 
r(K)dK 

0 J JITZG/sin2 a * 
(B3) 

Changing variables by introducing u = k/sin a and taking 
a from 0 to rr/2, we can rewrite (B3) as 

U34) 

Drawing a plot in a K-U plane, we see that we can inter- 
change the order of integration with k < u <K and k < K 

< CO. Then 

r,(k)=: Jr r(K)dKJl SST. (~5) 

The integral with respect to u can be evaluated in closed 
form and is (9-r/4) (ti-k2)/kK3. Hence 

T,(k)=; Jr (1-s) F&c-. v-36) 

This agrees with (30). 
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